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High-np Rydberg states of atomic carbon studied through vuv and uv double resonance
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We report on the use of an efficient stepwise-resonant two-photon excitation scheme to study high principal
quantum number even-parity (2pnp) Rydberg states of atomic carbon. This scheme uses intense vacuum
ultraviolet light to drive the resonance transition of the atoms, followed by excitation to Rydberg states with
tunable ultraviolet light. Atomic carbon was produced under high vacuum conditions using laser ablation.
Analysis of the spectrum of the unperturbedJ53 Rydberg series below and above the first ionization limit
yielded a new value for the ionization potential of the atom, with an accuracy primarily limited by the accuracy
with which the intermediate state energy is known. The spectra of theJ50, 1, and 2 Rydberg states all
displayed the effects of coupling between different series converging to the two fine-structure states of the ion
core. These spectra have been successfully reproduced usingab initio R-matrix calculations.
@S1050-2947~98!09011-8#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 32.10.Hq, 31.15.Ar
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INTRODUCTION

Although the spectroscopic study of atomic Rydbe
states in the absence of external perturbations is in m
ways a mature field, there are still a number of situations
which experimental data are lacking. These situations ge
ally involve atoms with high ionization potentials~requiring
the use of short-wavelength light for the excitation of th
high-lying states! or atoms that are difficult to prepare in th
vapor phase at high densities due to their high vaporiza
temperatures. Also, Rydberg states that are inaccessible
the ground state by single photon absorption due to pa
restrictions are the least likely to have been studied in de

The spectrum of the carbon atom is of special importa
for a number of applications, including studies of the int
stellar medium@1# and the atmospheres of certain types
stars, the analysis of plasmas used in the production of
bon clusters such as fullerenes@2#, and the study of energy
losses due to impurities in fusion plasmas. In addition, rec
years have seen the development of a number of laser-b
schemes for the detection of atomic carbon in a variety
environments@3–8#. Despite this, the highly excited states
carbon have not yet been studied using modern laser s
troscopic techniques. A number of conventional absorpt
and emission spectroscopic studies have characterized thns,
np, nd, andnf singly excited states of the atom to princip
quantum numbers of about 10, leading to a good underst
ing of the atom’s term diagram and a rather accurate va
for its ionization potential@9–11#. Such studies have typi
cally been carried out in the somewhat violent environm
of a carbon arc.

In this paper we will report on the first laser spectrosco
study of the high-n 2pnp even-parity Rydberg states o
atomic carbon, and the comparison of the resulting exp
mental spectra to sophisticatedR-matrix calculations. A
beam of atomic carbon for the experiment was produced
der high vacuum using laser vaporization of graphite. St
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/4014~8!/$15.00
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wise excitation of the Rydberg states was carried out us
vacuum ultraviolet~vuv! excitation of the 2p3s upper states
of the resonance transition, followed by further excitati
using the ultraviolet~uv! light from a frequency-doubled tun
able pulsed dye laser. Agreement between theory and ex
ment was generally excellent, although significant discrep
cies between theoretical and experimental relative intens
were noted in several cases. These differences appear
due to the presence of Cooper zeroes near threshold, a
consequent extreme sensitivity of the channel dipole ma
elements to the representation of the excited state wave f
tions. We conclude that the theoretical approach used in
work is capable of very accurately describing the highly e
cited states of this relatively simple system.

2pnp Rydberg states of atomic carbon

Excitation of one of the 2p electrons from the ground
state of carbon to annp orbital leads to a simplepp8 system.
For low principal quantum numbers, the spin-orbit intera
tion of this light atomic system is much weaker than t
electrostatic direct and exchange interactions; conseque
the atom’s low-lying states are well described in anLS cou-
pling picture@12#. The resulting states are1S0 , 3S1 , 1P1 ,
3P0,1,2,

1D2 , and 3D1,2,3. In this coupling scheme, the tota
angular momentum of the ion core is not a good quant
number; consequently, theLS coupled series cannot, in gen
eral, be unambiguously associated with a particular io
core spin-orbit fine-structure state. For high principal qua
tum numbers, the spin-orbit energy dominates the elec
static energies, and a coupling scheme in which the total c
angular momentum is a good quantum number, such asjK or
jj coupling, is more appropriate. In this case each serie
Rydberg states is associated with either the2P1/2 or the 2P3/2
state of the ion core. The residual electrostatic interacti
lead to couplings between Rydberg series with the sa
4014 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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value of J converging to distinct core states, leading to e
ergy shifts due to interseries interaction.

In the experiment described in this paper, the Rydb
states are excited from each of the 2p3s 3P0,1,2 states of the
upper state of the atomic resonance transition. Dependin
the particular intermediate state excited, variousJ values for
the final Rydberg states are possible. In ajj -coupling picture,
the following 2pnp Rydberg states are possible@using the
notation (j c, j e)J , wherej c is the total core angular momen
tum, j e is the total angular momentum for the excited Ry
berg electron, andJ is the total angular momentum#:
(1/2,1/2)0 , (3/2,3/2)0 , (1/2,1/2)1 , (1/2,3/2)1 , (3/2,1/2)1 ,
(3/2,3/2)1 , (1/2,3/2)2 , (3/2,1/2)2 , (3/2,3/2)2 , and
(3/2,3/2)3 . Thus, forJ50 Rydberg states there is one ser
converging to the lower (2P1/2) state of the ion core and on
series converging to the upper (2P3/2) state; forJ51, there
are two series converging to each limit; forJ52, there is one
series converging to the lower limit and two converging
the upper limit; and forJ53, there is a single series conver
ing to the upper limit. This singleJ53 series~which corre-
sponds to3D3 in LS coupling! is particularly well suited for
the precise determination of the energy interval between
2p3s 3P2 level and the2P3/2 ionization limit to which it
converges, since it will be completely unperturbed. The
ries with other values ofJ will all display the effects of
interseries interactions. These interactions can be appr
mately treated in a phenomenological fashion by setting u
diagonal energy matrix using theLS coupled representatio
energies for the system, and transforming this matrix to thjj
coupled representation using the well knownLS- j j transfor-
mation @12#. Channel quantum defects for thejj coupled se-
ries can then be extracted from the diagonal elements of
transformed matrix, and energy-scaled coupling matrix e
ments from the off-diagonal elements, thereby yielding
input data for a multichannel quantum defect theo
~MQDT! model of the spectra. This procedure has been u
previously for several systems, including thenp Rydberg
states of molecular hydrogen@13,14#, although in that case
the transformation is from Hund’s case~b! to Hund’s case
~d! angular momentum coupling. Rather than this pheno
enological approach, for this study we chose to compare
experimental data with sophisticatedR-matrix calculations,
in which the spin-orbit coupling was taken into account u
ing the LS- j j transformation. The theoretical approac
which has been described in detail elsewhere@15–17#, will
be sketched below. The expectation was that, given the
plicity of the pp8 system, good agreement could be obtain
between experiment and such a fullyab initio theory. This
expectation was largely borne out in this study.

EXPERIMENT

The experiment used stepwise resonant, two-photon e
tation followed by pulsed electric field ionization to exci
and ionize high principal quantum number Rydberg state
the carbon atom. Since the laser vaporization scheme
scribed below produced rather low densities of atomic c
bon at the location of the interrogating laser beams, an e
cient approach of excitation was required. The sche
chosen for this work involved pumping the atoms from t
ground state to the 2p3s 3P J50, 1, or 2 state using tunabl
-
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vuv light produced by two-photon resonant differenc
frequency generation in xenon gas. Once the atoms w
excited to a particular angular momentum state of the 2p3s
state, they were further excited to the region of the ionizat
limit by a second tunable, frequency-doubled dye laser. T
experiment detected carbon ions formed either from pul
electric ionization or autoionization of the resulting hig
Rydberg states.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the carbon va
source and laser ionization chamber. The vacuum lay
consisted of two regions: the sample region which contai
the laser vaporization source and the ion extraction plates
the time-of-flight mass spectrometer, and the vacuum reg
of the time-of-flight drift tube and the channeltron ion dete
tor. The graphite rod, which served as the carbon source,
mounted on a vacuum rotary feedthrough in such a way
its flat end faced the window through which the ablati
laser pulses entered the chamber. No special processin
the rod face was done before the experiment was underta
An electric motor drove the rotation of the rod at 5 rpm. T
face of the rod was a distance of 3 cm from the edge of
time-of-flight ion extraction plates, which were 5 cm in d
ameter and spaced by 2 cm.

The graphite was vaporized by 20-mJ pulses of 1.064-mm
light with 5-ns duration and 10-Hz repetition rate from
compact Nd31:YAG laser ~Continuum Minilite!. This abla-
tion light was focused onto the rod using a 30-cm foc
length lens. The best experimental results, in terms of
optimum balance between atomic carbon density and pu
to-pulse density stability, was achieved when the spot
light was slightly defocused on the rod. The largest carb
density at the location of the ion extraction region occurr
when the delay between the ablation laser and the pr
lasers was;120 ms, which is consistent with a translation
temperature of roughly 4000 K for the ablation plume as h
been observed before under similar conditions@18#.

The time-of-flight plates were electrically grounded wh
the probe laser pulses arrived, so that the Rydberg st
were excited under field-free conditions; 50 ns after
probe laser pulses, a 150-V/cm field pulse was applied

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the laser-vaporization–time-
flight mass spectrometer apparatus. The vuv and uv probe l
beams enter the chamber on an axis perpendicular to the plan
the figure, as indicated by the asterisk.
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field ionize high-n Rydberg state atoms and drive the resu
ing ions into the flight tube of the time-of-flight mass spe
trometer. Carbon ions were identified by their time-of-flig
after separation from the large background of ions from
ablation process and photodegradation and ionization of
ganic impurities.

The xenon cell used for vuv generation was mounted
the vacuum chamber in such a way that the probe la
beams, the expanding carbon atom plume, and the axis o
time of flight were all mutually orthogonal. The design of th

cell was very simple, consisting of a 23
4 -inch Conflat flange

tee with a fused silica entrance window and a plane-para
MgF2 output window mounted with a vacuum tight seal on
double-sided flange between the cell and the vacuum sys
The cell was first evacuated through the third arm of the
with a mechanical pump, then filled with 15 Torr of xeno
gas as measured by a capacitance manometer.

Figure 2 schematically shows the excitation process o
partial energy level diagram of carbon, as well as
difference-frequency generation scheme used to produce
vuv light to drive the first excitation step. Two homebuilt dy
lasers pumped by a singleQ-switched Nd31:YAG laser
~Continuum NY-61, producing;5-ns-long pulses of light a
532 and 355 nm at a 10-Hz repetition rate! were used to
produce light at the fundamental wavelengths required
drive the two-photon resonant difference-frequency gen
tion process in xenon@19,20# for the production of the
166-nm vuv light. The first of these lasers, pumped by
third harmonic light at 355 nm from the Nd31:YAG laser,
operated at 512 nm, producing 7-mJ pulses of light w
;4-ns duration and a bandwidth of;0.03 cm21. This light
was frequency doubled using a BBO crystal to yield pul
of light at 256 nm with;0.5-mJ energy. This light wa
tuned into resonance with the 5p6→→5p56p@5/2#2 two-
photon transition in xenon by observing 211 ionization in
the xenon cell. Light of the second wavelength required
the vuv generation came from a second dye laser pumpe
the second harmonic of the same Nd31:YAG laser. This dye
laser, which was of a simpler design than the first and c

FIG. 2. Excitation scheme for resonant stepwise two-photon
citation of 2pnp Rydberg states of carbon. The inset shows
xenon levels and laser wavelengths involved in the production
166-nm vuv light through difference frequency generation.
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sequently produced light with a somewhat greater bandw
~;0.2 cm21!, was tunable near 562 nm and produced 2
pulses. The light from this laser was sent through a te
scope, which made it possible to adjust its divergence
improve the matching of the locations of the beam wai
after the the beams were focused into the xenon cell. A
the beams were combined with a dichroic mirror, the lig
was focused into the xenon cell with a 15-cm focal leng
fused silica lens. The combined fundamental lights and g
erated vuv were allowed to expand out from the focus, p
through the MgF2 window, and pass to the interaction regio
of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The bandwidth
the vuv light was estimated to be less than 0.3 cm21, and the
beams had a diameter of about 2 mm at the interaction
gion. Although we did not measure the pulse energy of
generated vuv light, previous work done under similar co
ditions @20# would lead us to expect that about 1011 photons/
pulse were produced. If so, the vuv photon flux would ha
been large enough to nearly saturate the resonance line
sitions.

The light required to excite the highnp Rydberg states~or
photoionize the atoms for photon energies above that
quired for direct photoionization! was produced by fre-
quency doubling the output of a third, homebuilt tunable d
laser, operating in the wavelength region near 660 nm
producing 8-mJ pulses of light with a bandwidth of abo
0.03 cm21. An autotracking device~INRAD AT-II ! was used
to maintain proper phase matching as the wavelength of
laser output was scanned over the region of interest.
frequency-doubled output pulse energy delivered to the
teraction region was about 0.5 mJ/pulse in a 3-mm-diam
beam, and was delayed from the vuv pulse by about 10

Figure 3 shows a scan of the vacuum ultraviolet pho
energy over the various allowed resonance line transitio
with the ionizing laser wavelength set to give a photon e
ergy sufficient to ionize the excited atoms leaving the core
either spin-orbit state. The transitions are marked asJ8
←J9, whereJ9 is the total angular momentum of the initia
ground-state level andJ8 is the total angular momentum o
the 2p3s excited-state level. The spectrum shows that
first step transitions are well resolved and can be efficien
excited with our vuv source. The linewidths of;0.5 cm21

are due to the vuv laser bandwidth and Doppler broaden

x-
e
f

FIG. 3. The spectrum of 2p3s 3PJ8←2p2 3PJ9 transitions ob-
served by scanning the vuv photon energy. The peaks are lab
with the lower stateJ9 and upper stateJ8 asJ8←J9.
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in the expanding carbon sample.
Spectra were acquired using a personal computer, w

controlled the laser wavelength scanning and recorded
ion yield for each laser shot. A dozen laser shots were a
aged for each wavelength of the spectra to reduce noise.
laser intensities were not monitored, since the primary sou
of fluctuations and drift in the signal size was the density
ablated carbon. A calibration spectrum of fluorescence fr
molecular iodine was acquired simultaneously with the io
ization spectrum. The iodine spectra were subsequently u
to calibrate the photon energies for the ionization spectr
an accuracy of about 0.05 cm21 in the full doubled dye lase
energy.

Theoretical approach

Generic features

The calculations are performed using the variationalR-
matrix method@21# as implemented in Refs.@15# and @16#.
The orbitals for the core electrons are generated us
Froese-Fischer’s configuration average Hartree-Fock
grams@22# and are input into theR-matrix codes. All other
orbitals are generated using the direct part of the Har
potential. Twenty orbitals per 1 were used; nineteen of
orbitals are set to zero at the surface of theR-matrix volume
and one of the orbitals had zero derivative. The surface of
R-matrix volume was chosen to be 23 bohr radii. The so
tions of theR-matrix equations were matched to Coulom
waves outside of theR-matrix volume so the channel inte
actions were only included out to 23 a.u.; this should be
excellent approximation. This calculation gave us theLS-
coupled dipole matrix elements andK matrices that describe
the channel interaction.

The spin-orbit interaction was included only for the co
electrons. This was incorporated using anLS-to-jj frame
transformation on the calculatedK matrices and dipole ma
trix elements@15–17#. To this point the calculations ar
completelyab initio. In order to obtain sub-cm21 agreement
with experiment, we used the experimental threshold p
tions as input into the multichannel quantum defect eq
tions.

An important feature of the calculation is the use of t
preconvolution technique@23# for computing photoabsorp
tion spectra. Most of the experimental spectra are in
bound-state region and thus the usual implementation
MQDT is not possible. With the usual MQDT procedure,
search for the energy positions of the bound states would
necessary. This would be followed by taking energy deri
tives of dipole matrix elements andK matrices at the energ
of the state. With the preconvolution technique, the cr
section is calculated by stepping in energy and solvin
linear matrix equation similar to the usual calculations p
formed in the autoionization regime. All that is needed
input is the experimental energy resolution; the result i
direct computation of the convolved photoabsorption cr
section without the need for first calculating an unconvolv
cross section.

Calculation

The initial state of C was not the ground state but
much more diffuse 2s22p3s 3P state. This caused some di
ch
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ficulties in the calculation as compared to our previous c
culation for C@21#. The main difficulty was that theR-matrix
volume needed to be much larger in order to contain
initial state. There was also difficulty because this state co
mix with other states with nearly the same energy~for ex-
ample, 2s2p3 and 2s22p3d!. Another difficulty is that in
both the 2pnp 3S and 3P channels there are Cooper zer
just outside of the energy range of interest; the Cooper z
is just below our energy range for the3S channel and just
above our energy range for the3P channel. This is reflected
in the large difference between the length and velocity dip
matrix elements that we calculated; the error was up to 5
in some channels.

The channel couplings and quantum defects are m
more accurate than the dipole matrix elements. For allLS-
coupled symmetries except the1D and 3D, there is only one
channel. For the1D and 3D channels we performed two
channel calculations including the 2pnp and 2pn f series.
However, the channel couplings were so weak and the os
lator strength to the 2pn f states was so small that the resu
were not visibly changed if the 2pn f series were not in-
cluded in the calculation.

Although there is only one physical series perLSsymme-
try we included a number of other channels in theR-matrix
calculation to incorporate relaxation, configuration intera
tion, and polarizability. The main series was 2s22pnp. Re-
laxation effects were incorporated through 2s23pnp and
4pnp basis functions. Correlation was incorporated throu
2p3d2np, 2p3np, and 2p4 basis functions as well a
2s2p3snp and 2s2p3dnp basis functions. Polarizability
and correlation were incorporated through 2s2p2ns and nd
basis functions, 2s3d2ns andnd basis functions, as well a
2s23dnd basis functions. Many other types of basis fun
tions were also included.

We now present some intermediate results of the calc
tions. The 1/r 12 matrix contains information on the electro
static interactions between the excited electron and the
maining 1s, 2s, and 2p electrons at short range, where th
LS-coupled channels are the appropriate description for
wave function. These electrostatic terms give rise to
short-range eigenchannel quantum defects. The terms
vary from oneLS-coupled channel to another are the dire
quadrupole, exchange monopole, and exchange quadru
terms. The radial parts of the matrix elements for these
teractions were calculated to be 9.38, 2.63, and 2.75, res
tively, in arbitrary units. Table I gives the angular parts
each of these matrix elements for eachLS-coupled channel,
as well as the total 1/r 12 matrix elements~obtained by sum-
ming the products of the radial and angular parts of the th
matrix elements!, and the calculated quantum defect for ea
LS-coupled channel. Generally, the quantum defect
creases with increasingV ~increasing total energy! as would
be expected from the modified Rydberg formula includi
the quantum defect.

Table II presents theK matrices used in the calculation i
theLS-coupled basis, the configurations contributing to ea
channel, and the dipole matrix elements for each channe
both the length and velocity formalisms. For the1D and 3D
channels both«p and « f configurations are included, al
though it is apparent from the magnitudes of the diago
elements of theK matrices that the contributions of the« f
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configurations is very small compared to the«p configura-
tions. All of the oscillator strength for the transitions fro
the 2p3s initial states to the finalLS-coupled channels is
taken to reside in the transitions to the triplet states obey
the selection ruleDL50, 61, as anticipated for a light atom
whose low-lying states are well described byLS coupling.
The reason for the significant discrepancies between the
pole matrix elements in the velocity and length formalis
was discussed above.

Table III gives thejj -coupledK matrix for theJ51 final
states. It is evident that the largest coupling between
different jj -coupled channels is between thej c51/2, j e
53/2 @(1/2,3/2)1# and the j c53/2, j e51/2 @(3/2,1/2)1#
channels. The two series converging to the lower ionizat
limit have a very small coupling; as a result, these two R
dberg series are unusually purejj states away from perturba
tions, as will be noted in more detail below. All of the oth
interseries couplings are down from thej c51/2, j e
53/2↔ j c53/2, j e51/2 coupling by more than an order o
magnitude. A further detailed comparison between the
culated results for theJ51 final states and the experiment
results will be given in the next section.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
TO THEORY

Figure 4 shows a portion of the spectrum of Rydbe
states excited from the 2p3s 3P2 level as a function of the

TABLE I. Contributions of the direct quadrupole~DQ!, ex-
change monopole~EM!, and exchange quadrupole~EQ! terms to
the angular part of the 1/r 12 matrix elements in arbitrary units, a
well as the total matrix elementV and resulting quantum defectm
for the LS coupled channels.

LS channel DQ EM EQ V m

1S 0.4 1.0 0.4 7.48 0.39
1D 0.04 1.0 0.04 3.12 0.49
3S 0.4 21.0 20.4 0.02 0.63
3D 0.04 21.0 20.04 23.35 0.66
1P 20.2 21.0 0.2 23.96 0.70
3P 20.2 1.0 20.2 0.20 0.72
g

di-
s

e

n
-

l-

frequency-doubled dye laser wavelength. One prominent
ries of Rydberg states,np(3/2,3/2)3 in jj coupling or 3D3 in
LS coupling, appears in the ion spectrum, converging to
2P3/2 core state ionization limit. The nonmonotonic variatio
in the peak heights is due to changes in the ablated ca
density during the acquisition of this spectrum. T
np(3/2,3/2)3 series is the only possibleJ53 Rydberg series
that can arise in thepp8 system represented by carbon, a fa
that has several consequences. First, this means that th
ries will have no perturbers satisfying theDJ50 selection
rule ~ignoring the possible effects of doubly excited states
different configurations! and should be accurately descri
able with a Rydberg formula with a constant~or nearly con-
stant! quantum defect. For this reason, this series is w
suited for a determination of the ionization energy of t
carbon atom. Also, these states will not autoionize sin
there is noJ53 continuum with which to couple; therefore
we must be observing this series through pulsed electric fi
ionization, and the linewidths for this series~;0.15 cm21!
represent the experimental resolution. Members of this se
with n<10 were in fact used for the best previous determ
nation of the ionization energy of carbon@11#. We observe
these states clearly to much higher principal quantum nu
bers than in the conventional work of Ref.@11#, so an im-
proved value for the energy interval between the 2p3s 3P2
state and the2P3/2 ionization limit can be extracted from ou
results. Taken together with the best known value for
energy interval between the ground state and the 2p3s inter-
mediate state and the spin-orbit splitting of the ion state
new value for the ionization energy of carbon can be deriv

For the ionization energy determination we used the m

TABLE III. The j j -coupledK matrix in arbitrary units. The
rows and columns are in the following order:j c51/2, j e51/2; j c

51/2, j e53/2; j c53/2, j e51/2; andj c53/2, j e53/2.

S21.696 0.007 20.007 0.213

0.007 27.161 25.102 20.312

20.007 25.102 27.161 0.312

0.213 20.312 0.312 21.785

D

TABLE II. The LS-coupledK matrices and dipole matrix elements used in the calculation~arbitrary
units!.

LS channel K-matrix elements Configuration d ~length! d ~velocity!

1S 2.78 2p«p 0 0
1P 21.37 2p«p 0 0

1D S 21.4 20.33

20.33 20.0077D 2p«p 0 0

2p« f 0 0
1F 0.046 2p« f 0 0
3S 22.41 2p«p 20.93 21.29
3P 21.24 2p«p 215.3 216.4

3D S21.76 0.018

0.018 20.014D 2p«p 23.82 24.08

2p« f 0.17 0.21
3F 0.045 2p« f 0 0
3G 20.0023 2p« f 0 0
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sured transition energies from the 2p3s J52 state to the
np(3/2,3/2)3 states withn between 35 and 70; for improve
accuracy, we averaged values for the energies as determ
from two separate spectra. The state energies derived
the two different runs agreed to within 0.05 cm21 in most
cases. The energies were then fit to a simple Rydberg
mula

En5Vion~
2P3/2!2

RC

~n2d!2 ,

whereEn is the transition energy to the Rydberg state w
principal quantum numbern, Vion(

2P3/2) is the energy differ-
ence between the 2p3s J52 state and the ionization limi
for the 2P3/2 ionic state,RC is the Rydberg for atomic car
bon ~109 732 cm21!, and d is the quantum defect for th
np(3/2,3/2)3 series. We used a two-parameter fit in whi
Vion(

2P3/2) and d were allowed to vary, with the resultsd
50.67360.01 andVion(

2P3/2)530 490.5460.03 cm21. The
residuals from this fit were at most 0.1 cm21, and in most
cases less than 0.05 cm21. The first result is consistent with
the quantum defect determined in Ref.@11# for high n, 0.676.
The second result, taken together with the result for the 2p3s
J52 state energy from Ref.@11#, 60393.1460.05 cm21,
gives an improved value for the energy difference betw
the neutral ground state and the2P3/2 ionization limit of
90 883.6860.08 cm21. This is in marginal agreement wit
the slightly less accurate value of 90 883.8460.1 cm21 of
Ref. @11#. If we combine our value with the energy splittin
between the ionic2P1/2 and 2P3/2 states@24# from far-IR
laser magnetic resonance, 63.35 cm21, we obtain a value for
the ionization energy of carbon of 90 820.3360.08 cm21, in
agreement with the value of 90 820.4260.1 cm21 of Ref.
@11#. Although our result has only slightly higher accura
than the previous value, we should point out that most of
imprecision comes from our knowledge of the 2p3s initial-
state energy. A more accurate determination of the 2p3s

FIG. 4. Spectrum of Rydberg states excited from the 2p3s 3P2

level. The carbon ion yield is plotted versus the doubled dye la
~uv! photon energy. The ionization energy of carbon is marked
the horizontal axis. The prominent series converging to the2P3/2

limit is (3/2,3/2)3 in jj coupling or 3D3 in LS coupling, observed
through pulsed electric field ionization.
ed
m

r-

n

e

energy would allow a more accurate ionization energy to
determined, with an accuracy of up to three times better t
the best previous value.

As another check of the accuracy of our fitted results,
also tried fitting the observed energies to a formula that
cluded a parameter that allowed the quantum defect to v
linearly with energy, as it might over the small energy ran
under consideration if there were a strong perturber~i.e., a
doubly excited state! affecting the spectrum. This fit gave a
ionization energy result that differed from the constant qu
tum defect result by only 0.01 cm21, and a value for the
quantum defect variation slope~1/cm21! which was consis-
tent with zero. We conclude that the spectrum of the3D3
states is very well described by the simple Rydberg form
given above.

The Rydberg spectra from the other two 2p3s levels
show strong series converging to each of the two low
ionization potentials of the atom. Figure 5 shows the sp
trum of np J51 final states excited from the 2p3s 3P0
level. The top spectrum is the experimental spectrum, w
the lower, inverted spectrum shows the results of the th
retical calculation described above. The theoretical calcu
tion reproduces the energy positions of the Rydberg st
~through the quantum defects! and the general appearance
the spectrum very well. As discussed above, we would
pect to see two series converging to each ionization limit
theJ51 Rydberg states. While the spectra clearly show t
series converging to the2P3/2 ion core state limit, only one
strong series is seen converging to the lower,2P1/2 limit.
This is because the second series~j c51/2, j e53/2! converg-
ing to the lower limit has about a factor of ten smaller osc
lator strength than thej c51/2, j e51/2 series. The only lo-
cations where the weaker series plays a significant role in
spectrum is in regions of strong interseries interactio
where the2P1/2 series are perturbed strongly by the nea
degenerate states of the2P3/2 series. In these regions, th
weak series gives rise to an extra peak due to intensity
rowing from the perturbing states. An interesting feature
the two series attached to thej c51/2 limit is their purity;
usually, when there are two series attached to the s
threshold there is a degree of mixing of the series tha

er
n

FIG. 5. Spectrum ofJ51 Rydberg states excited from th
2p3s 3P0 level. The top trace is the experimental spectrum, wh
the lower, inverted trace is the theoretical prediction. The detail
these spectra are discussed in the text.
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roughly constant withn. In the case of the 2pnp jc51/2
series in carbon, the calculations indicate that the series
roughly 97–99% pure away from perturbers.

Figure 6 shows an expanded region of the Rydberg sp
trum of J51 final states compared to the theoretical cal
lation. Table IV gives additional information on the stat
responsible for the peaks that are numbered in the figu
including their theoretical oscillator strengths and percent
channel compositions in thejj coupling scheme basis. Th
LS compositions are also given for the states that are in
gions of strong interseries interaction. The high purity of t
Rydberg series converging to thej c51/2 limit away from
perturbations is evident in the table, as is the strongly mi

FIG. 6. An expanded region of Fig. 5. The peaks are labe
with numbers that refer to Table IV.
re

c-
-

s,
e

e-
e

d

nature~in the jj basis! of those states near interseries ne
degeneracies.

While the theoretical calculation gives remarkable agr
ment with the experimental results for the state positions,
agreement for the relative intensities of the series is no
good. In particular, the theoretical result for the series c
verging to 2P1/2 is about one-half the experimental resu
relative to the strongest2P3/2 series. This is apparent both i
the discrete spectrum and in the autoionization region, wh
the experimentally observed continuum is considera
stronger than predicted by theory. Also, the intensity ra
between the two2P3/2 series is off by a factor of about two
This appears to be due to the extreme sensitivity of the
pole matrix elements to the excited-state wave function
to the presence of Cooper zeroes in the3S and 3P channels,
as discussed above. It is also possible that there is s
degree of saturation of the second-step transitions to
higher-intensity Rydberg states, although that should lea
significant broadening of the resonances, which we do
observe. It is fair to say that the agreement between exp
ment and theory is very good for this simplepp8 system.

Figure 7 shows the spectrum ofJ50, 1, and 2 states
excited from the 2p3s 3P1 level. Comparison to the theo
retical predictions shows that the prominent peaks in t
spectrum belong toJ52 states, although some of the small
features are due to excitation ofJ51 states. ForJ52 Ryd-
berg states we expect one series converging to the2P1/2 limit
and two converging to the2P3/2 limit; in fact, the spectrum
looks much the way we would expect it to if this were th
case. The peaks converging to the lower limit, however,

d

n

TABLE IV. Energies, calculated oscillator strengthsf, and channel compositions of theJ51 states

labeled in Fig. 6.LScompositions are given for those states for whichLScoupling is a better description tha
jj coupling. For thejj -coupled designations,~1,1! denotesj c51/2, j e51/2, ~1,3! denotesj c51/2, j e53/2,
and so on.

Label E ~cm21! f ~arb. units! jj composition LS composition

1 30 425.65 10.0 ~1,1! 99.9%
2 30 425.94 0.5 ~1,3! 98% ~3,1! 2%
3 30 428.46 9.1 ~1,1! 98%
4 30 428.66 0.04 ~1,3! 98% ~3,1! 1.5%
5 30 430.83 2.8 ~3,3! 68% ~1,3! 15%

~3,1! 10% ~1,1! 8% 1P 96%
6 30 431.08 14.1 ~1,1! 88% ~1,3! 8% 3D 95% 1P 4%
7 30 431.22 0.1 ~1,3! 57% ~3,3! 28%

~3,1! 10% ~1,1! 5% 3S 90% 3P 10%
8 30 431.75 22 ~3,1! 74% ~1,3! 24%

~3,3! 2% 3P 91% 3S 8%
9 30 433.51 8.2 ~1,1! 99.9%

10 30 433.73 0.5 ~1,3! 98% ~3,1! 2%
11 30 435.77 7.3 ~1,1! 99.7%
12 30 437.90 4.5 ~1,1! 94% ~1,3! 3%
13 30 438.01 3.4 ~1,3! 83% ~3,1! 6%

~3,3! 5% ~1,1! 4%
14 30 438.45 3.9 ~3,3! 86% ~1,3! 11% ~3,1! 2%
15 30 439.08 22 ~3,1! 85% ~1,3! 10%

~3,3! 5% 3P 76% 3S 23%
16 30 439.92 6.8 ~1,1! 99.8%
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broader than the experimental resolution and someti
show substructure. This is reproduced in the theoretical
culations, which show that these features of the spectra
due to overlappingJ51 Rydberg states that have almost t
same quantum defect as theJ52 series. The variation o
peak heights for the series converging to the2P1/2 state of
the ion, in regions of perturbation by the series converging
the 2P3/2 ion state, are also reproduced by the theory,
indication that the interseries coupling has been accura
determined in the theory in both magnitude and sign. As
the case of the spectrum in Fig. 5, and for the same poss
reasons, the intensities of the peaks due to the series
verging to the2P1/2 limit are underestimated by the theory

FIG. 7. Spectrum ofJ50, 1, and 2 Rydberg states excited fro
the 2p3s 3P1 level, presented as in Fig. 5.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated an extremely efficient two-s
vuv1uv excitation scheme for highly excited 2pnp states of
atomic carbon, a sample of which was produced in vacu
by the laser vaporization of graphite. The vacuum ultravio
light near 166 nm required to pump the resonance line tr
sitions of atomic carbon was produced using two-pho
resonant difference-frequency generation. From an anal
of the spectrum of unperturbed 2pnp J53 Rydberg states
we redetermined the ionization energy of carbon, finding
value in agreement with the best previous value and so
what more accurate. If more precise values for the 2p2-2p3s
energy intervals were to become available, a still more ac
rate value for the ionization energy could be found from o
result. J50, 1, and 2 Rydberg series excited from t
2p3s 3P0,1 levels showed interactions between series c
verging to the two spin-orbit split energy levels of th
ground state of the carbon ion. These experimental spe
were compared with the results of sophisticatedab initio
R-matrix calculations, and very good agreement between
periment and theory were seen. The experimental appro
can be readily extended to larger carbon species or ato
and molecular species involving other refractory elemen
Isotopic selectivity could easily be achieved if the laser re
lution were improved, and one could imagine applications
this approach to isotopic analysis of carbon in solids and
surfaces.
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